
It may sound an odd thing to say but sticking to your knitting doesn’t mean not 
branching out. This issue we look at where Cotter’s Electrical, one of Christchurch’s iconic 
retail brands, has come from. Merv Robertson tells the story.

THE COTTER’S STORY begins a little more than 90 years ago. Christopher 
Francis (Chris) Cotter was an Irishman. He came to New Zealand in 1910 

on the good ship Ionic, working his passage as a ship’s engineer. He served 

his electrical apprenticeship with Turnbull & Jones in Christchurch and 

part of his training was assisting in the installation of electric street light-

ing in Reefton, the fi rst town in New Zealand to do this. a

During the First World War, Chris Cotter went into business on his 

own account working from home at 68 Lower High Street, now known 

as Ferry Road in Christchurch. He formed CF Cotter & Co in 1919 

at 158 High Street. Cotter & Co had a comprehensive 

electrical and radio showroom supported by service 

facilities. The electricians were Harry Beckett and 

Walter Jackson and “Shorty” Arrow was the showroom 

manager. “Shorty” remained with Cotter’s for over 50 

years.

Chris Cotter was an energetic and incisive individual 

and grew the business rapidly. He also had a sharp 

tongue and did not suffer fools lightly. Legend has it 

that when two tax inspectors suddenly turned up at 

the shop, he was heard to say: “I see you buggers hunt in packs now.” 

With few local manufacturers in place, Cotter set about importing 

his own agency lines. He went on buying trips to the UK, France, the 

US and Canada, securing agencies and shipping stock back to Christch-

urch, including Stewart-Warner radios, Gurney electric stoves and a 

variety of glass lighting products. 

In addition he built up a wide range of spare parts and the good folk 

of Christchurch soon saw Cotter’s as a prime destination for all things 

electrical. 

First the crash then assault on batteries
The stock market crash on Wall Street New York in 1929 saw New Zea-

land follow the rest of the world into depression. 80,000 Kiwi workers 

lost their jobs, export earnings dropped 40% and those who managed 

to retain employment suffered a 20% reduction in real income. 

As was the case for most businesses, these dark years were tough 

going and bought about stressful times. Christopher Cotter proved 

to be a resilient man however and he survived, using some innovative 

schemes in the process. 

One of his ideas was to get into “festoon lighting” and Cotter’s 

became a dominant player with Xmas and New Year bringing in big 

business. During this time a high ranking offi cial from the Vatican 

visited Christchurch and Cotter’s won the contract for festoon and 

fl ood lighting at the Barbadoes Street Catholic Cathedral. Lighting 

remained a Cotter’s staple into the 1950s.

Many radios and communication products were battery powered, so in 

1934 a wholly owned subsidiary was established in Tuam Street called the 

Christchurch Battery Company which manufactured Demon batteries. 
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ABOVE: “Electrical Engineer” 
CF Cotter’s bank book from 1917.

RIGHT: Chris Cotter (2nd from left) 
and his Turnbull & Jones mates 

who installed the Reefton street 
lighting in 1911.

“As a one-shop independent we can’t expect to 
achieve the volume sales of a chain with huge 
muscle power in terms of advertising. However, we 
achieve very good results by selecting niche markets, 
specialising and being very good at what we do”
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The fi rm also built up automobile batteries which could be purchased 

or hired for nine pence (8c) a day; demand was so great that three 

Tungar battery chargers operated virtually non-stop and deliveries 

were made using a specially fi tted-out “Battery Ambulance”. 

Chris Cotter also had a major interest in the New Zealand 

Dry Cell & Battery Company across the road at 232 Tuam Street. Its 

main products were Vulcan No.6 cells which were used extensively in 

telephones and communication equipment. Unfortunately, one of the 

managing accountants embezzled a large sum of money and this prob-

ably brought about the company’s demise after only 4-5 years.

Branching out – needs must
The war years of 1939-45 were also extremely 

diffi cult as much of the manufacturing in 

Britain and allied countries was directed 

into making arms and war-related equip-

ment. Supply of machinery, appliances, 

accessories and spares all but dried up. 

And, what was available took an age to 

get to New Zealand because shipping had 

to be in convoys under naval protection. 

To compensate, Chris Cotter branched out 

into retailing locally produced cosmetics, 

toys and anything else he could lay his 

hands on to keep afl oat. More innovation 

was called for. 

In the early 1940s the Cotter’s radio divi-

sion developed its own compact mantle 

radio which was branded Olympic. The 

company also produced an electric washing 

wringer called Wring Dry by simply adding 

an electric motor to a standard Acme hand 

wringer… Young people nowadays will fi nd it 

hard to comprehend that back then, coppers, tubs, hand 

washing and manual wringing were the norm so the 

advent of an electric wringer was a real labour saver.

Canny innovations notwithstanding, supply took 

many years to ramp back up after the war, and service 

became the backbone of the business.

Around 1945, CF Cotter & Co became CF Cotter and 

in January 1952 Bob Hastie was employed as sole charge 

offi ce manager. Bob would become a tower of strength 

to three generations of the Cotter family and his fi rst 

priority was to revamp the 25 year-old offi ce system. 

About three months later, Chris Cotter became ill 

and this forced his resignation. He died around July 

that year and was replaced by his only son, James 
Robert Francis (Jim) Cotter as Managing Director.

Cleaning up the market
Jim Cotter had served his time as an electrician with Christchurch 

contractor Thomas L Jones. He joined the family fi rm in July 1946 

on the princely wage of £5.15.00 per week ($11.50), with little 

management or business training. So he was on a steep learning curve 

when he found himself in the hot seat. Fortunately he and Hastie 

quickly formed an excellent working relationship and together they 

took the company ahead.

By this time, in a sign of things to come, the company had ventured 

into fl oorcare with vacuum cleaners and imported fl oor polishers. Great 

potential was seen for this gear, both domestically and with commercial 

cleaners. After the fl edgling manufacturing division designed a polisher 

which proved unreliable, Lem Willum (an Estonian-born immigrant 

The war years of 1939-45 were also extremely 
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into retailing locally produced cosmetics, 

toys and anything else he could lay his 

hands on to keep afl oat. More innovation 

In the early 1940s the Cotter’s radio divi-

sion developed its own compact mantle 

radio which was branded Olympic. The 

company also produced an electric washing 
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an electric motor to a standard Acme hand 
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LEFT: The CF Cotter & Co storefront and 
showroom at 158 High Street in 1924. 
ABOVE: Chris Cotter is behind the counter on 
the right, with “Shorty” Arrow next to him. 
Note the Gurney electric stove in front!

BELOW: Chris Cotter with 
Vulcan battery. In the 
mid-1930s, Cotter also had 
an interest in NZ Dry Cell 
& Battery Co; here is the 
Tuam Street building today 
(left) and in 1934 (above).
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engineer) came on board; he redesigned the current stock, which was 

sold to local cleaning companies under the Busy Bee brand, and set 

about improving the range.

Initially Busy Bee polishers were made in the workshop. But, as sales 

grew, larger facilities were required so the manufacturing team moved 

to a unit in Tuam Street and Jaycot Manufacturing was born. 

Distribution was extended through Johnsons Wax and later Tellus 

Vacuum Cleaners who had retail sales agents throughout New Zealand. 

Lem Willum’s expertise was paying big dividends as additional 

models and a range of carpet shampoo machines were developed to 

cater for a variety of fl oor surfaces. The addition of a janitor trolley 

and a wringer-mop bucket saw Cotter’s become a serious player in the 

fl oorcare market.

For over 30 years Jaycot was the leading Kiwi manufacturer of 

polishing and shampoo appliances, with extensive sales to contractors, 

institutions, clubs and retailers including some success in Australia. 

This manufacturing business was sold as a going concern in 1983 when 

Lem Willum retired after 31 years of outstanding service.

Brown goods develop
In the meantime, Jim Cotter opened a retail branch in the suburb of 

Bryndwr, at 9 Normans Road to be precise. This shop was moderately 

successful but when the Northlands shopping centre opened in the ear-

ly 1970s, business deteriorated and Cotter’s closed its doors. (Bryndwr 

was given its Welsh name by Charles Jefferies who bought 100 acres 

there in 1880. It means “on the brink of the water”.)

Radios were an important part of the Cotter’s line-up from the 

outset and later came radiograms, tape recorders and records. Black 

& white television was an exciting 

addition in 1962 and of course 

colour TV in 1973. 

These product categories will 

surprise many readers, especially in 

the Christchurch region but in fact, 

Cotter’s was a local leader in the early days of television, carrying brands 

such as AWA, La Gloria, Autocrat and Philips. 

Frequent displays and demonstrations were held in a local coffee 

lounge with comprehensive advertising in the Christchurch Press. In 

1977, Cotter’s won the regional section of a nationwide Philips window 

dressing competition, part of the Jubilee celebrations marking 50 years 

of Philips operations in New Zealand.

Bill Barnett started with Cotter’s as a junior technician around 

1950 and went on to manage the radio & television department. From 

some notes compiled by Bob Hastie a few months before his death 

in December last year, it is clear that Barnett was instrumental in the 

success of CF Cotter in the home entertainment game. “Bill was incred-

ibly enthusiastic and worked tirelessly,” writes Hastie. 

Home entertainment dropped out of the Cotter’s product range 

around 1980 but fl oorcare remained core business during the post-

War years. Cotter’s was appointed a Hoover agent in 1956 and, with 

the subsequent range of vacuums, domestic polishers, steam irons and 

washing machines, 158 High Street was suddenly too small. So 156 

High Street was bought and the adjoining wall knocked down enabling 

greatly increased showroom space, a bigger service department and 

even a staff cafeteria. 

Through the late 1950s and 1960s sound systems (concert PAs) were 

a worthwhile Cotter’s offering, mainly by hire. Quality systems were 

provided for concerts by the likes of Johnny Devlin, Winifred Atwell, 
Stan Freyberg, Charlie Kunz, The Platters and many others. By 1970 

however, demand had dropped off considerably as touring acts invari-

ably brought their own equipment.

As for any businesses operating over so many years, transport makes 

for interesting reading. Bob Hastie’s notes show that in the 1950s most 

Cotter’s Fordson van circa 1953.

Service has been a Cotter’s hallmark since early on: in 1956 
technicians are seen here armature winding.

From 1958: Jim Cotter presents a 
lucky winner with her prize in a 
Hoover promotion; two adverts 
promoting car radios and home 

entertainment.
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workshop staff came to work on their bicycles and, with a cycle allow-

ance, often used them to go to jobs around town. A small Fordson 

van was used for work that was further away, as was Jim Cotter’s car. 

An open deck Volkswagen was purchased in 1964 at a cost of £1,042 

($2,084) which equates to around $20,000 today.

Tellus all about it
It was late in 1962 that a relationship was fi rst mooted that prevails to 

this day – the one between Cotter’s and Tellus (even though Tellus is 

now branded Nilfi sk). In November 1962 Tellus was evidently unhappy 

with their Christchurch agent, even though sales were in excess of what 

Cotter’s was doing with Hoover. 

An offer on the table would see Cotter’s installed as the sole Tellus 

agent for the greater Christchurch area. The fact that commercial 

machines were included made the proposal sweet indeed and from 

February 1963 CF Cotter was the face of Tellus in the city. 

The aura of the brand, coupled with the sales, service and promo-

tional skills of Cotter’s soon saw sales exceed the previous agent’s best 

efforts and for some years they were recognised as the leading Tellus 

sales agent in the land. 

(To step out of the chronological storyline, but as an indication of 

how far back some relationships go, 2006 was the centenary of Nilfi sk-

Advance. One of the promotions was a worldwide competition to fi nd 

the oldest working Nilfi sk domestic vacuum. One of Cotter’s’ techni-

cians, Matthew Brown, won this with his 1920 model Nilfi sk M20…) 

Into the modern era
Jim Cotter died suddenly on 6 November 1993, having been in the fam-

ily business for 47 years, 41 as Managing Director. His son, Allister Cot-
ter, then assumed the top job. Allister had joined the company straight 

from college, working in the factory. He left after a few years to look at 

other options before returning in 1984, gaining experience in the work-

shop before moving to sales. 

When his dad died, the broad training Allister Cotter had received in 

all facets of the business stood him in good stead and he slotted into the 

MD’s job smoothly. He is still leading the business 17 years on. 

As the business grew in the modern era, Cotter’s needed larger 

premises with car parking and in 2004 the High Street building was sold 

and a move made to 45 Fitzgerald Avenue. Cotter’s Electrical has thrived 

and a further shift was made a year ago, this time to 287 Tuam Street, a 

building which provides for a larger showroom, more expansive service 

facilities and a much more prominent street frontage.

We asked Allister Cotter for some perspective on how Cotter’s has 

developed: “It’s hard to compare today’s homes with those of yester-

year when power was far from mainstream and batteries were core 

sales items for domestic use. To make this business not just compete, 

but to grow, we saw the need to both 

diversify and specialise. 

“This may sound like a contradiction 

in terms but we have made domestic and 

commercial fl oorcare our core business. 

That’s the specialised area. As a one-shop 

independent we can’t expect to achieve 

the volume sales of a chain with huge 

muscle power in terms of advertising. 

However, we achieve very good results by 

selecting niche markets, specialising and 

being very good at what we do.” 

Far from just selling and servicing standalone vacuums, Cotter’s is 

also a player in the sale and installation of ducted in-home vacuum 

systems, having been involved in this sector for over 30 years. “It’s an 

interesting market and provides some real challenges. We are dealing 

with homeowners, builders, architects and of course every house is 

different so the set-up of the piping network is never the same.” 

But it’s not all fl oorcare: Cotter’s’ diversifi cation is most obvious in 

the service department where the company carries out its role as service 

agent for not only most fl oorcare suppliers, but also whiteware and 

small appliances.

Finally, asked to offer up one factor that sets Cotter’s Electrical from 

the pack, Allister Cotter has no hesitation: “Our service department is 

a major point of difference. It’s a compelling reason for people to buy 

from us. They know that if there is a problem, in warranty or not, we 

will sort it with no arguments.”

So we’re bang up to date but some things never change: Cotter’s Elec-

trical – still servicing what it sells, just as it did 91 years ago.  

The Cotter’s VW fl atbed.

Cotter’s wins the regional Philips Jubilee window competition.

ABOVE, RIGHT: Allister Cotter at 
287 Tuam Street, today.
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